A considerable percentage of depressed patients do not respond to antidepressive treatment. Early indicators of prognosis are needed. The aims of this study are to examine (a) whether the interpersonal behavior of patients and psychiatrist, as assessed by means of direct observation of behavior during a baseline clinical interview, might have predictive value with respect to therapeutic outcome and (b) which predictive potency measures of psychomotor activation, as assessed by less refined methods, such as global clinical judgment, might have. In the analysis used, speech-pause behavior was taken as the basic structure of the interaction. The relations of other behaviors such as looking and hand and head movement with this structure were determined. Evidence is presented that in a group of 31 depressives, improvement after a period of 10 weeks was related to observed behaviors during a baseline interview. The behaviors of the patients are interpreted as "relational" or "nonrelational. " The relational behaviors (i.e., looking yesnodding, gesturing) occur less in patients who will improve, whereas the nonrelational behaviors (i.e., intensive body touching, head movements) occur more in these patients. The nonrelational behaviors are presumed to be indicative of the state of arousal. The predictive potency of these variables couM not be explained by their relationship with the baseline severity of depression, which in itself also predicted improvement. Moreover, global clinical assessment of psychomotor activation (i.e., retardation and agitation) could not be related to outcome.
INTRODUCTION
Approximately 30% of depressed patients do not improve with antidepressive pharmacological treatment (Klein, 1980) . Early prognostic characteristics indicating therapeutic effectiveness are needed. Previous attempts to determine possible predictors of treatment outcome have focused mainly on clinical characteristics and psychobiological measures (Bielsky & Friedel, 1976; Paykel, 1979; Klein, 1980) . Traditionally, in clinical psychiatry, prognostic indicators are derived mainly from clinical global judgment of the patients' behavior and symptoms. On the diagnostic level consensus exists that endogenous depressives have better chances to improve on tricyclic antidepressants than neurotic depressives. On the level of symptoms or symptom constellations, evidence exists that within the endogenous type of depression the degree of psychomotor retardation (i.e., slowing down of thought processes and motoric behavior) is indicative of the responsiveness to tricyclic antidepressants (Nelson, 1981) . Studies on the predictive properties of anxiety have led to inconsistent results (Bielsky & Friedel, 1976; Paykel, 1979) . With respect to predictors derived from observation, description, and analysis of behavior, only a few studies have been reported. Ranelli and Miller (1981) suggest that amounts of body touching during admission interviews have predictive value: the smaller the amount, the better the response to tricyclic antidepressants. In another study (Fossi, Faravelli, & Paoli, 1984) 110 different behavioral elements, including social behaviors, were considered. None of them appeared to be predictive as to the response to tricyclics.
In the study by Fossi et al. only overall amounts of behaviors were measured, whereas aspects of timing were disregarded. However, a patient may exhibit behavior that differs in timing from that of nonpatients, while exhibiting no differences in the overall amounts of the particular behavior. Changes in such "qualitative" aspects of social behaviors may be more predictive cues of improvement than "quantitative" changes such as changes in overall amounts.
In various theories of depression social behaviors play a prominent role. Particularly, interpersonal factors are assigned central importance in the development and/or the exacerbation of depression (Coyne, 1976; Lewinsohn, Biglan, & Zeiss, 1976) . No studies are available yet in which qualitative aspects of interpersonal behaviors are tested for their predictive potency with respect to improvement. In the current study such an attempt is made.
The central element in the traditional diagnostic procedure is the diagnostic interview. The observable behavior displayed by the patient during this interview contributes to the psychiatrist's clinical judgment of the thoughts and feelings reported by the patient. Together with information
